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ABSTRACT

Presto is an open-source distributed SQL query engine that supports analytics workloads involving multiple exabyte-scale data sources. Presto is used for low-latency interactive use cases as well as long-running ETL jobs at Meta. It was originally launched at Meta in 2013 and donated to the Linux Foundation in 2019. Over the last ten years, upholding query latency and scalability with the hyper growth of data volume at Meta as well as new SQL analytics requirements have raised impressive challenges for Presto. A top priority has been ensuring query reliability does not regress with the shift towards smaller, more elastic container allocation, which requires queries to run with substantially smaller memory headroom and can be preempted at any time. Additionally, new demands from machine learning, privacy, and graph analytics have driven Presto maintainers to think beyond traditional data analytics. In this paper, we discuss several successful evolutions in recent years that have improved Presto latency as well as scalability by several orders of magnitude in production at Meta. Some of the notable ones are hierarchical caching, native vectorized execution engines, materialized views, and Presto on Spark. With these new capabilities, we have deprecated or are in the process of deprecating various legacy query engines so that Presto becomes the single piece to serve interactive, ad-hoc, ETL, and graph processing workloads for the entire data warehouse.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Presto [44] is an open-source distributed query engine that has supported production analytical workloads at Meta since 2013. It provides a SQL interface to query data stored on different storage systems, such as distributed file systems. Since its donation to Linux Foundation in 2019, Presto has continued growth in utilization and contribution among US tech industry leaders including Uber, Twitter, Intel, Ahana, etc. After the donation, Meta remains active in Presto contributions with 50% commits coming from Meta. The deployment of the Presto fleet at Meta is also on top of the trunk to ensure every release is battle tested at Meta scale.

Within Meta, Presto is used for interactive, ad-hoc, and extract-transform-load (ETL) workloads at scale. Use cases include dashboarding, A/B testing, ad-hoc analysis, data cleaning, and transformation. With the effort of migrating all SparkSQL [6] workloads to Presto at Meta, Presto will soon provide the only SQL interface to the warehouse in the company.

While Presto was originally designed for exclusively in-memory processing of interactive SQL querying, various trends at Meta challenged its capabilities. Due to its efficiency, employees started to use it for lightweight ETL workloads [44] that run for up to tens of minutes, and, as data grew exponentially, Presto became slower. The transition to a more flexible and elastic resource management model with smaller, ephemeral containers resulted in reduced reliability. Moreover, while there was a growing demand for richer analytics, such as machine learning feature engineering, and graph analytics, they were not well supported. Finally, honoring Meta’s data privacy policies required new data abstractions and data storage mechanisms to support privacy enforcement efficiently. The main focus of this paper is to describe how we have improved the architecture of Presto to address these challenges with the following three perspectives.

First, latency and efficiency. As data increases, the scan cost of the same query increases leading to longer wait time. As the
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number of RPC connections of machines in a cluster cannot increase arbitrarily large, adding more machines to a cluster will reach a limit. Also, more machines in use inherently increases the chance of a single machine failure. Other latency improvements are needed to ensure users can still have a low-latency dashboarding experience with large, scalable data scans. Especially for important dashboards, users expect Presto to perform as if the data is already pruned or stored in memory with arbitrary slicing and dicing.

Second, scalability and reliability. SQL is preferred for Meta’s ETL workloads, which drives Presto’s popularity. As Presto does not provide fault tolerance and memory is limited by hardware, new approaches are needed for Presto to support ETL workloads that are orders of magnitude heavier in terms of CPU, memory, and runtime than what Presto currently supports in [44]. In addition, Meta has adjusted the container allocation to be more elastically manageable with a smaller memory footprint. Elasticity allows more flexible capacity to balance peak and off-peak usage across different types of workloads in the company. However, it casts a complex challenge as machines can go down arbitrarily. With these constraints, new design principles are needed to scale the workload to handle arbitrarily large memory consumption and arbitrarily long runtime with an unstable underlying infrastructure.

Lastly, requirements going beyond data analytics. The modern warehouse has become a data lake to allow data usage according to the needs of diverse use cases. A typical use case is machine learning feature engineering. Meta’s machine learning related data volume has already exceeded that of analytics. Machine learning engineers leverage analytical engines like Presto or SparkSQL to extract features from raw data for training purposes. Privacy is another important requirement. Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp users can decide to opt out of personal data use for content recommendation or any other use cases for the data that has already been collected by Meta. Presto is on the path to ensure the data is properly protected. Moreover, Meta is all about social graphs. We have seen users asking for SQL-like graph analytics through Presto to express complex logic with billions of nodes and edges.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of Presto’s original architecture and the challenges based on the architecture in the past few years at Meta. Sections 3, 4, and 5 introduce the evolution of Presto to improve latency, scalability, and efficiency respectively. Section 6 discusses spaces including machine learning, privacy, and graph analytics to illustrate how users leverage Presto as an engine to manipulate Meta warehouse data for richer analytics. Section 7 demonstrates how these evolutions can help to improve the performance on production data at Meta’s scale. Section 8 discusses the related work in this space and Section 9 summarizes remaining challenges and planned work to address them. Our conclusion in Section 10 highlights the improvements discussed in the paper and our deprecation of various engines as Presto becomes the centerpiece of our warehouse.

2 ARCHITECTURE AND CHALLENGES

As of 2022, Meta has 21 data centers [12] worldwide. Each of these data centers is millions of square feet in size. Meta’s data warehouse has a non-trivial amount of storage across these data centers. The majority of all Meta employees use Presto daily directly or indirectly through other tools to access those data.

With Meta’s warehouse data growing exponentially, Presto has faced various difficulties to guarantee the same latency and scalability experience for users. As dashboards became slower with larger scans, users started to leverage in-memory or collocated-storage compute engines [40, 44] for better performance. On the ETL side, more scalable engines like Spark [57] were preferred as built-in fault tolerance can guarantee long-running jobs finish even with container crashes. The growing trend of using elastic capacity requires allocating and deallocating containers at a much higher frequency. Today, there is no guarantee that a container can be dedicated to a Presto cluster uninterrupted for hours. The original architecture of Presto with disaggregated storage and in-memory processing can only optimally handle queries running between a few seconds to minutes. As the demands of Presto evolved beyond its original requirements, we engineered ways to evolve Presto itself to overcome the challenges presented.

Figure 1 illustrates the original architecture of a Presto cluster [44]. It consists of a single coordinator and a number of workers that can scale to thousands. The coordinator is responsible for queueing and parsing a query string, then turning it into a plan. Optimizations will be applied to the plan and later fragmented into plan fragments or simply fragments based on shuffle boundaries. These fragments will be scheduled to workers in parallel. Workers are responsible for query processing with all data in memory and data shuffling through streamed RPCs over the network. Each worker will launch tasks to process the data based on the fragments received. The processed data will be shuffled into different buffers in memory waiting for the different downstream tasks to fetch. A cluster can run multiple queries and their tasks concurrently with full multi-tenancy sharing memory, IO, network, and CPU. Presto also supports storage connectors to allow scanning heterogeneous data sources for the same query.

As we can tell from the original architecture, the latency can be bottlenecked by IO due to external storage being disaggregated from compute engines. Moreover, all workers are currently written in Java, which is programmatically slower than native code without fine control over memory allocation. The storage connectors have also become a double-edged sword: to support low-latency dashboards, systems like Raptor [44] were built to dump warehouse data to local memory or disk with specialized types of machines so dashboards can load faster. The collocated storage not only introduced data management overhead but also diminished the benefit of independent scaling of storage and compute.

From the scalability perspective, the coordinator being a single point of failure and the lack of fault tolerance of workers have been magnified with the data growth as well as the introduction of
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elastici capacity. The in-memory processing design also defines an upper bound of how much data the system can hold. The network-based shuffle cannot scale beyond thousands of workers due to connection limitations.

In addition to the latency and scalability challenges, the growing trend of machine learning-focused and privacy-focused requirements has gradually shifted the traditional analytics-focused data warehouse into a more open and flexible "data lake" setup. Analytical data is no longer immutable. Meta needs the ability to remove user data in response to users’ privacy choices. Columns can also be added with high flexibility to try out different candidate features during machine learning feature engineering.

In the remainder of this paper, we discuss several Presto evolutions that have been rolled out successfully at Meta to solve the above challenges. Some of the improvements have more in-depth discussion in our prestodb blogs [1, 8, 17, 29, 37, 54, 55]. Figure 2 illustrates the high-level idea of the new Presto architecture. When a query is sent to the Presto fleet, it can be run on either (1) the original Presto architecture with multiple coordinators to avoid single point failure, native vectorized execution to boost performance, data cache on flash to avoid IO bottleneck, and many other improvements that will be discussed later in the paper or (2) Presto on Spark that leverage Spark as the runtime and Presto as the evaluation library for scalability. In both setups, we provide materialized views to improve query performance and data mutability for machine learning feature engineering and privacy use cases. Moreover, both setups can spill the in-memory data to temporary storage to overcome memory limitations. The original Presto architecture now is also enhanced with recoverability to materialize intermediate data. The Presto on Spark setup, on the other hand, leverages the temporary storage for shuffle. Extra metadata is also introduced. Type store is used for supporting user-defined types, function store is for supporting SQL function authoring and evaluation, and statistics store is used for better optimization decisions. Remote functions are built for running user-defined functions.

3 LATENCY IMPROVEMENTS

As data grows, the query latency will naturally suffer from degradation. This section introduces several enhancements to Presto to improve latency from CPU, IO, and memory perspectives.

3.1 Caching

Disaggregated storage enables scaling and independent computation. However, the disaggregation introduces new challenges for query latency since scanning huge amounts of data or even metadata over the wire can be IO bound when the network is saturated. To solve this problem, we introduced caches at various levels. In the remainder of this paper, we use the concept of files that represent slices of data that are physically stored in the remote storage.

Raw Data Cache: Data cache on local flash devices on workers can help to reduce IO time from remote storage nodes. A Presto worker caches remote data in its original form (compressed and possibly encrypted) on local flash upon read. If in the future, there is a read request covering the range that can be found on the local flash, the request will return the result directly. The caching units are with the aligned sizes to avoid fragmentation. For example, if a read request covers range \([2.3\,MB, 4.5\,MB]\), Presto will issue a remote read of range \([2\,MB, 5\,MB]\) and caches as well as indexes for the blocks of \([2\,MB, 3\,MB]\), \([3\,MB, 4\,MB]\), and \([4\,MB, 5\,MB]\). For any future read that overlaps the range of \([2\,MB, 5\,MB]\), the overlapped part will be fetched from the local disk directly. The eviction policy on these caching units is LRU (least recently used).

Fragment Result Cache: Moreover, a task that is running a leaf stage, which is a task that is responsible for pulling data from remote storage, can decide to cache the partially computed results on local flash. This is to prevent duplicated computation upon multiple queries. A typical approach is to cache the plan fragment results on leaf stages with one level of scan, filter, projection, and/or aggregation. For example, users may decide to query the aggregated result of a reporting over the past 1 day. Later on, they could adjust the dashboard to see the aggregated result of the past 3 days. Then for the second query, we could prevent the duplicated computation of the first 1 day by caching the fragment results from the previous query. Only the remaining 2 days’ data need scanning and partial aggregation.

Note that the fragment result is based on the leaf query fragment, which could be highly variable as users can adjust filters or projections. To maximize the cache hit rate even when users change the filters or projections frequently, we rely on statistics-based canonicalization. The canonicalization first performs an isomorphic mapping from different variable names into fixed ones so that queries with different aliases with the same meaning end up with the same plan. Then, it sorts the expressions so that expressions like \(a > b\) and \(b < a\) will have the same format. Finally, it prunes predicates in filters. Given a filter \(\phi\) in the form of a conjunction of predicates, predicate pruning generates a new filter by removing all satisfied predicates in \(\phi\). Note that the approach is not limited to conjunctions, other general representations like disjunctions are also applicable. Because each worker only reads part of the data, it can prune more predicates of a filter at runtime than the coordinator at planning time. For a file read by a worker, the worker takes the statistics of the file (usually minima and maxima) to check if the statistics ranges satisfy some of the predicates or not. The worker will remove fully satisfied predicates in the filter or evaluate the entire filter to False if any predicate not satisfied.

Metadata Cache and Catalog Servers: Various metadata-level caches are also introduced on coordinators and workers. Hot data like file indexes (which are also called “footers” or “headers” in other contexts) are cached in memory. Mutable metadata like table schemas or file paths is cached with versioning in the coordinators. There is also an option to host the metadata cache in catalog servers.
to further scale the cache. Catalog servers can be a standalone deployment in addition to the coordinator or could be collocated with the coordinator. However, at Meta, we do not use standalone catalog servers to avoid deployment fragmentation.

**Cache locality:** To maximize the cache hit rate on workers (in either memory or local flash), the coordinator needs to schedule the read requests of the same file to the same worker with a hash function. To avoid hotspot workers, the scheduler will fall back to its secondary picked worker for caching or just skip the cache when necessary. Various hashing policies like simple modular hashing or consistent hashing are available. The same logic is also applied to query routing. As Presto is deployed globally across several data centers, the router will redirect the query to a cluster that has the cached data with hotspot prevention as a fallback.

With all of the above mechanisms implemented, we were able to completely deprecate collocated storage connectors like Raptor [44] and in-memory database like Cubrick [40] at Meta [14] by providing the same or faster query latency. More details, including TPC-H benchmarks, can be found in our blogs [1, 29].

### 3.2 Native vectorized execution

Presto is written in Java. Not only does this prevent precise memory management but also renders us unable to leverage modern vectorized CPU execution like SIMD. Velox [41] is a project originally incubated from Presto at Meta to support C++ vectorized execution. It later became a general-purpose vectorized execution library that could benefit use cases like machine learning acceleration.

Presto has tight integration with Velox to leverage vectorized execution. To host the C++ library, native C++ workers are built to directly communicate with the coordinator. The shuffle and IO are in native Velox formats so no extra copy is paid to transform into Presto formats. When a query starts, the coordinator will schedule the query plan fragments to C++ workers. The workers receive the plan fragments and translate them into Velox plans. A native thread is spawned on receiving a Velox plan directly inside the C++ workers to fully leverage the memory fungibility.

Within an execution thread of Velox, functions, expressions, and IO are executed in a vectorized fashion. Simple expressions are evaluated once for multiple values through SIMD. Velox has compatible type and function semantics with Presto so that the same function signature can produce the same result on both Java and C++ executions.

Figure 3 illustrates the average query latency and CPU time on all TPC-H queries with a scale factor of 1000 for both Java and native execution. The benchmark is done on the same cluster with the same number of cores and memory configuration. The overall improvements in latency and CPU are at around 2 - 3X. The more detailed comparison of production data is discussed in Section 7.

### 3.3 Adaptive filtering

Efficient pruning is important as users can slice and dice the dimensions arbitrarily. This section introduces filtering and pruning techniques newly built in Presto over the last few years.

**Subfield Pruning:** Complex types like maps, arrays, and structs are widely used in modern data warehouses. Machine learning workloads, for instance, often produce large maps with thousands of embedded features that are stored within table columns. A subfield of a complex type instance, denoted as \(\tau\), refers to a nested element within \(\tau\). As an illustration, if \(\tau\) is an array type instance, \(\tau[2]\) refers to the second subfield of \(\tau\). It is important to note that subfields can be recursively nested, based on the types involved. Extracting the subfields effectively without reading the entire complex object is required for CPU efficiency. Presto supports subfield pruning by signaling to the reader the needed indices or keys of the complex objects. The reader will skip subfields based on the columnar format like ORC [38] or Parquet [39] to avoid reading the unused subfields. In the previous example of array type instance \(\tau\), only \(\tau[2]\) is read from the disk; all other indices of \(\tau\) are skipped. The pruning is recursive to support arbitrary levels of nesting.

**Filter reordering:** In addition to subfield pruning, filter pushdown is a common strategy to reduce the scan size by applying filtering while scanning so that some of the columns or rows do not have to be materialized even if they are explicitly required in the query plan. In various cases, some filters are more effective than others; they drop more rows in fewer CPU cycles. During runtime, Presto automatically reorders the filters so that the more selective filters are evaluated before the less selective ones. Prior to reading any data, each function within the filter is initialized with (1) a “CPU cycle estimation”, which is calculated based on the function’s arity and input types, and (2) a fixed selectivity. As the reader begins to scan and filter data, the selectivity of each function is profiled, and the CPU cycle estimation is adjusted to reflect actual CPU cycles. At runtime, the order of functions within the filter is dynamically reordered based on the product of their selectivity and average CPU cycles. As the data changes during the scan, the selectivity and CPU cycles are constantly adjusted to adaptively reorder the filter.

**Filter-based lazy materialization:** While applying a set of filters in some order for a batch of rows, Presto keeps track of the rows that have satisfied the filter predicates. For the rows that have failed the early filters in that batch, there is no need to evaluate or even materialize the rows of the columns that are needed for the other filters in the same batch. For example, if we are to apply filter “\(\text{col1} > 10 \text{ AND col12} = 5\)” on columns \(\text{col1}\) and \(\text{col12}\), the scan will first evaluate \(\text{col1} > 10\) against all the rows in \(\text{col1}\), which must be materialized. However, only the rows that pass \(\text{col1} > 10\) in \(\text{col12}\) need to be materialized for evaluating \(\text{col12} = 5\). This is a technique implemented in most modern databases. However, it was not introduced in [44]. The gain of the overall filtering improvement in production is detailed in Section 7.

**Dynamic join filtering:** In Presto, the filter pushdown can be further enhanced to work with “dynamic join filtering”. For an inner join, the build side can provide a “digest” in the format of bloom filters, ranges, or distinct values to serve as a filter for the probe side. The digest can be pushed down through the above framework as
an extra filter during the scan, so that the probe side reader will not materialize the data that is not matching the join key. The format of the digest is dependent on the number of distinct values of the build side so the size of the digest should be small and relatively effective on filtering but not “overfitting”.

3.4 Materialized views and near-real-time data

Data warehouses typically write data for tables with columnar formats in an incremental manner hourly or daily. The written data becomes immutable after the time increment passes. Historically, Presto could only read immutable data. Recently, we have extended the capability to read in-flight data ingested into the warehouse to provide near-real-time (NRT) support. At Meta, NRT support is available with a tens of seconds delay from the time data is created.

With the NRT support, More NRT dashboards are being built to reflect more frequent metrics changes. Presto powers the majority of the dashboards at Meta. Rarely do users build dashboards against the raw data which is in general too large to provide a low-latency experience. Pre-computed tables are preferred to reduce cardinality ahead of time. However, such methods do not apply to NRT use cases as data is coming continuously. To satisfy both low-latency requirements as well as data freshness, materialized view functionality is built into Presto.

A materialized view is a view represented by a query whose result is stored. When a materialized view is created by Presto, an automatic job will be created to materialize the data for the view. As long as some units (hours or days usually) of the base tables become immutable, the automatic job will run the view query to materialize the view data. The continuous incoming NRT data, on the other hand, will not be materialized for the view until it becomes immutable. When a user queries the materialized view, Presto identifies which part of the view has been materialized and which has not. Presto then breaks the query into a UNION ALL query to combine the materialized data as well as the non-materialized fresh data from the base table. This allows the query to provide both freshness as well as low latency due to reduced data size.

Another use case of the materialized view is subquery optimization. Given a query, Presto retrieves all the materialized views associated with the queried tables. Presto attempts to match if a materialized view is a subquery of the received one. If there is a match, the received query will be rewritten to leverage the materialized view instead of fetching data from the base tables. The current supported query pattern only allows scan, filter, project, and aggregation. A handful of aggregation functions are supported like SUM, MIN, MAX, AVG, COUNT, etc.

As materialized view support is only rolled out for pilot users at Meta without general availability, we only showcase the wins from early users. Figure 4 illustrates the improvements with materialized views on one of the largest single-table interactive workloads at Meta. The workload on this table includes all simple aggregation queries on an NRT table, which contains hundreds of billions of rows with half PB compressed size. Five materialized views were created for this table as a result of the most frequently used common subqueries of the entire workload. There is no user-side change as the subquery optimization happens automatically on the engine side. With the materialized views, there are more than 2X reductions in CPU, scanned rows, and latency as on the 90th percentile.

## 4 SCALABILITY IMPROVEMENTS

Presto has been leveraged more and more to support heavy ETL jobs. When entering the realm of hours of runtime and PB-size scans, the original Presto architecture will not adequately scale. Various improvements as well as re-architecturing have been integrated into Presto to handle single-point failures, worker crashes, data skews, and memory limitation.

### 4.1 Multiple coordinators

The coordinator has been a single point of failure for Presto. This is especially a challenge for long-running queries, thousands of which could be queued in the coordinator during peak hours. A crash of the coordinator means all queries will fail. From a scalability aspect, horizontally scaling a coordinator would reach a limit with more queries running in parallel since query scheduling takes a non-trivial amount of memory and CPU. Moreover, Meta infrastructure design is trending toward containers with less memory, currently all query queueing, query scheduling, and cluster management cannot be achieved with smaller memory.

Presto solves this problem by separating the life cycles of queries and clusters. The coordinators only control the life cycles of queries and the newly introduced resource managers are in charge of the queueing and resource utilization monitoring of a cluster. Figure 5 demonstrates the topology of multiple coordinator and multiple resource manager architecture, which all originally resided in a single coordinator. A query will first be sent to an arbitrary coordinator. The coordinators are independent of each other without communication among them. The query will then optionally be sent to the resource managers for queueing. The resource managers are highly available. The queued queries and cluster control panel information are replicated across all instances. Consensus protocol like Raft [36] is used to guarantee a crash of a resource manager does not result in any loss of queued queries. Coordinators fetch the queueing information from the resource managers periodically to decide what queries to execute. Using periodical information fetching, if a coordinator finds there is no query queued in the resource manager or if the queries in the queue are low priority, it can decide to execute a newly submitted query to avoid enqueue overhead or network hop latency.

The introduction of multiple coordinators not only eliminates the single point of failure, but also overcomes issues around the elastic capacity and Meta’s infrastructure pushing for smaller containers. Now coordinators or resource managers can be deallocated more frequently without having to keep the queueing states for hours. More details can be found in our blog [17].

---

**Figure 4:** Subquery optimization with materialized views
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4.2 Recoverable grouped execution

The Presto architecture with streaming RPC shuffle and in-memory data processing is optimized for latency. However, when it comes to running ETL queries with PB-size scans or hours of runtime, it is neither scalable in memory limitation nor reliable in some guarantee that no worker would crash. To support arbitrarily large queries, we developed recoverable grouped execution. (More details can be found in our blog [8]).

In a warehouse, data is usually partitioned. For example, data can land by day, and thus “day” is a natural partition. This can also be extended to have other types of partitions like modular hash or z-ordering. Rows with identical partition keys (which are represented by table columns) belong to the same partition. Figure 6 shows an example of hash partitions where the table is partitioned on column col1 with hash function mod(3) resulting in 3 partitions.

In Presto, a query can be executed in a “grouped” fashion if the first aggregation, join, or window function key after the table scan is a superset of the data partition key. In such a case, the engine will not scan the entire data set and shuffle based on the aggregation, join, or window function key. It will only scan partition by partition as the keys will be disjoint across partitions. If executing the entire query requires more memory than the cluster can provide, a grouped execution is preferred to lower peak memory consumption. Continuing with the example in Figure 6, suppose a user has a query “SELECT COUNT() FROM table1 GROUP BY col1” where table1 contains trillions of distinct values for col1 that cannot fit into the memory of a whole cluster. To overcome the memory limitation, the first shuffle will be based on col1. Instead of directly pipelining the shuffled key into COUNT aggregation, writers will persist the data. Then the aggregation phase can have a grouped execution (shown in the gray box) on the shuffled data to lower peak memory consumption. Each grouped execution is recoverable as the immediate data on col1 has persisted.

4.3 Presto on Spark

Recoverable grouped execution enables Presto to overcome the memory limitation with the support of failure recovery. While the failure recovery boundary is at the shuffle point, which could be too coarse. There are several mature general-purpose data compute engines that have built-in failure recovery mechanisms with finer granularity. Spark [57] is one of them. Spark provides resilient distributed dataset (RDD), which is a collection of elements partitioned across the nodes of the cluster that can be operated on in parallel. RDDs automatically recover from container or task failures. Presto on Spark is a new architecture that completely gets rid of the existing Presto cluster topology with multi-tenancy. It leverages Presto as a library and runs on top of the Spark RDD interface to provide scalability and reliability for no additional cost.

The Presto on Spark architecture replaces the Presto built-in scheduler, shuffle, resource management, and task execution with Spark ones demonstrated in Figure 8. To start a Presto on Spark query, Spark first launches a simplified Presto coordinator as a library inside its process to parse and optimize the query. The simplified coordinator will then discover all necessary tasks and compile them together with the optimized physical plan into RDD tasks that are sent to Spark for scheduling. An RDD task instance carries the original Presto plan fragment. Once scheduled, the RDD execution thread will run on a simplified Presto worker as a library based on the Presto plan fragment. External shuffle execution will need to be implemented on the worker to leverage the external shuffle service. An external shuffle service can avoid the shortage of RPC shuffle in terms of connection limitation and failure boundary. An RDD thread will be automatically retried by the Spark cluster manager if the container crashes. Note that the original Presto...
services like coordinator and worker all serve as libraries. These libraries do not communicate with each other or manage memory, threading, or network. All these aspects are removed from the library for simplification and delegated to the Spark clusters.

Note that we only leverage Spark with its RDD level and below. The SparkSQL [6] is not used in this scenario as we need to guarantee the language syntax and semantics consistency of Presto. At Meta, originally both Presto and SparkSQL with Meta internal syntax variation² were used to run ETL jobs. However, the language differences between the two led to high user friction. The Presto on Spark project came to unify the stacks with the language semantics from Presto as well as scalability and reliability from Spark.

Both Presto on Spark and recoverable grouped execution aimed to solve scalability and reliability challenges. The recoverable grouped execution still leverages the multi-tenancy mode with more functionality of memory and CPU. Presto on Spark on the other hand is with container-level isolation that can provide better scalability and reliability. In Meta production, due to the uncertainty of elastic capacity, containers can be drained frequently to balance peak and off-peak usage. Thus, recoverability is a strong requirement for long-running jobs to handle containers offline. More details can be found in our blog [54].

Starting in early 2022, Meta began migrating all SparkSQL workloads to Presto on Spark to unify the SQL interface. The parser, analyzer, optimizer, and operator execution layers of SparkSQL stack will be completely deprecated in light of Presto. Only the Spark RDD interface remains as it serves as a major component for Presto on Spark. We are also working to replace the recoverable grouped execution after running the stack in production for years because it is not as scalable as Presto on Spark. More learning is available in Section 7.

### 4.4 Spilling

Though Presto has the previous two scalable options to overcome the cluster-wide memory limitation, data skew can still happen, causing a single worker to go beyond the local worker memory limitation. This becomes particularly severe as Meta is moving towards smaller memory-size containers for better elasticity. Spilling is implemented in Presto to materialize the in-memory hash tables for aggregation, join, window function, and topN operations to disk. Having application-level spilling instead of relying on operating systems to swap memory pages to disk helps to have finer control over the query execution. At Meta, interactive and ad-hoc workloads spill data to local flash for latency, and ETL workload spill data to remote storage for scalability.

Once the memory limit is hit when building the hash tables for a query, each hash table will be sorted based on the hash key and serialized to disk. Then the query will continue processing as if the hash table is empty. Once the hash table again grows to the limit, the same process will repeat until all data has been processed. Then, an external merge of these sorted hash tables will be performed to limit the memory usage when emitting the results. Note that the techniques of in-memory hashing and overflow resolution are well known in industry [22, 45].

### 5 Efficiency Improvements

In addition to the latency and scalability improvements, efficiency is also important to query performance. This section illustrates several enhancements we have made to improve efficiency.

#### 5.1 Cost-Based Optimizer

Optimizers are essential to query engines. A proper plan can leverage the best use of the resources in a cluster. Presto has a cost-based optimizer to assign costs to CPU, IO, and memory to balance these factors to generate an optimized plan. In detail, cost-based optimization is used to make decisions upon (1) join type selection including broadcast join and redistributed join and (2) join reordering to minimize the overall memory usage. To fully leverage the memory yet provide CPU efficiency without exceeding the memory limit is desired. However, for broadcast join, it can also provide lower latency and fewer CPU cycles. So the tradeoff is to minimize the memory usage to a limit to provide the optimized CPU performance. The use case of filter reordering is not covered by the cost-based optimizer as it is determined at runtime discussed in Section 3.3.

To make the right decision, external information is needed to estimate the cost. At Meta, statistics are stored for each table partition to describe the data distribution; here a partition is the definition laid out in Section 4.2. All services, including Presto, that write data into the warehouse are responsible for calculating and publishing the partition statistics to the metadata store. These statistics are dropped with the deletion of their corresponding partition. The common statistics include histogram, total value count, distinct value count, null count, minima, maxima, etc. These statistics can help to estimate the filter selectivity to estimate the cardinalities of the input tables after filters. It also helps to estimate the join table sizes for memory estimation. During planning time, the cost-based optimizer will take the statistics of the input tables and populate the cost estimation from the leaves of the plan to the root and adjust the plan accordingly to generate the minimum cost. Simple heuristics are applied for filter or join selectivity to estimate the cardinalities and sizes of data in the upper part of the plan.

Figure 9 (a) shows the CPU reduction of a production cluster’s ETL queries with joins after applying the cost-based optimization. 60% of such queries change plans and reduce their CPU usage. The column chart demonstrates the CPU ratio of the queries having cost-based optimization enabled over the same set of queries having the optimization disabled. The majority of the queries have improved CPU efficiency (indicated by the area with ratio ≤ 1). Though there are queries running with more CPU with cost-based optimization, it does not necessarily mean a regression. For those queries with increased CPU utilization, 83% of them have lowered memory usage.

²Hive [47], another well-known ETL engine used at Meta in the 2010s has been completely deprecated by SparkSQL. But Hive’s syntax has been kept instead of using the SparkSQL syntax.
5.2 History-Based Optimizer

Table statistics in most cases can provide enough information for plan cost estimation. However, the estimation could be off. Also, the filter or join selectivity is unknown ahead of time so the estimation could be increasingly imprecise with more filters embedded in a query. Therefore, Presto also has support for history-based optimizer. As Presto is heavily leveraged for ETL jobs at Meta, the queries are highly repetitive and predictable. The idea of the history-based optimizer is to leverage the precise execution statistics from the previously finished repeated queries to guide the planning of future repeated queries. In addition to the two join strategies mentioned in Section 5.1, the history-based optimizer also has more fine-grained control over the plan including (1) adjusting the shuffle fanout sizes and (2) partial or intermediate aggregation elimination.

When a query plan is generated, the same canonicalization approach mentioned in Section 3.1 is applied to the query plan. (Note that the predicate pruning in Section 3.1 is at file level on workers. For optimizers, only table-level statistics are available). Then, the constants of the plan are replaced with symbols. The “symbolic plan” will serve as the key for external statistics storage together with the value to be the actual execution statistics after the query is finished. When a query with the same structure but different constants is scheduled, the cost estimation will be directly fetched from the external statistics storage with the same symbolic plan. Because ETL queries only change “date” constant day to day, the statistics provided by the symbolic plan generated previously can be precise for the latest ETL processing.

Figure 9(b) demonstrates the CPU reduction of the ETL queries of a production cluster similar to the one in Figure 9(a). We compare the queries having history-based optimization enabled over the same set of queries having only cost-based optimization enabled. The queries are arbitrary ones beyond join queries as history-based optimization provides improvement for generic queries. 25% of the queries have plans changed with an overall 10% CPU improvement.

5.3 Adaptive execution

Statistics are helpful for planners to make decisions. Presto’s optimizer strives to statically select the best plan using data statistics as discussed in the previous sections. However, incomplete statistics, assumptions about the data (uniformity assumption, lack of information about data correlations and skew), and complex queries (for example, complex functions or multi-way joins) lead to suboptimal plans. Therefore, adaptive execution is needed to dynamically adjust the query plan if during runtime the plan is not optimal.

Adaptive execution leverages the finished tasks to report the statistics back to the coordinator so that the coordinator can use them to re-optimize the plan for downstream tasks. The types of optimization are a superset of the ones supported by the history-based optimizer in Section 5.2; adaptive execution also provides skew handling for join and aggregation. This is mainly because detecting the skewed keys at runtime does not require any external knowledge as many metadata store do not have the proper support of providing the skewed value for tables or columns.

To leverage the runtime statistics, the scheduler schedules tasks in a phased manner from the scan tasks all the way up to the root. Once the upstream tasks are finished, the optimizer will have a rerun based on the newly collected statistics and the downstream tasks will be scheduled based on the new plan. As the original Presto architecture shuffles data in a streaming fashion, adaptive execution is only available for Presto on Spark mode when phased execution and disaggregated shuffle are supported.

6 ENABLING RICHER ANALYTICS

In addition to the latency, scalability, and efficiency improvements for analytical workload, there is a growing trend at Meta of emphasizing machine learning feature engineering use cases, increasing support for privacy requirements, and graph analytics. This section discusses the support for various such use cases.

6.1 Handling mutability

Data warehouses historically only support immutable data. In recent years, we have seen an increasing trend of mutable data support with versioning. Examples are Delta Lake [5], Iceberg [28], and Hudi [27]. Presto integrates with all these table formats. However, they are not sufficient for use cases within Meta.

There are two major use cases for mutability at Meta: (1) machine learning feature engineering and (2) row-level deletion for privacy. For (1), feature engineering is the process of using domain knowledge to extract useful information in the form of features that can be consumed by machine learning algorithms. At Meta, such processes can be done through analytical engines like Presto or streaming engines with declarative languages (with SQL as an example) by generating features from raw data. Machine learning engineers will keep exploring the data to find the proper features to improve the machine learning models. Before a feature is selected for a model, a candidate feature is logged and associated with the main table. Based on the training result, the candidate feature could be merged into the main table or dropped. There could be hundreds of exploratory candidate features being developed at the same time. Frequent change in the main table schema is not ideal. Thus, a more flexible way of mutating the columns is needed. For (2), Meta users (including Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp) can choose not to have their personal data collected for content recommendation or other uses. Meta needs the ability to remove user data in response to users’ decisions. Warehouse tables are at EB scales. It is not feasible to rewrite these tables over and over again at high frequency. Thus, a mutable solution for these immutable data is needed.

To solve the above problems, delta is built into Presto. Delta is a solution inside Meta that allows mutation of tables with the flexibility of adding or moving columns or rows. Delta associates one or more “delta files” to a single main file. The delta files serve as a change log to the main file to indicate either that there are new columns added or removed or new rows added or removed from
the main file. Both main files and delta files are aligned with the same logical row count to recover the logical data from the physical representation. When Presto reads the main file, it will launch extra readers to merge these delta files to reflect the changes. The association and order of the delta files are kept in the metadata store with versioning. Delta files enable logical deletes for the warehouse to satisfy privacy requirements. These delta files are compacted into the main file on a regular basis to avoid read overhead. This process ensures all corresponding physical bits are removed.

In such a case, machine learning candidate features can be modeled as extra delta columns and user data removal can be modeled as delta rows to be deleted. Any new candidate features added or some users removing personal data will result in new delta files to be associated with the main file in sequence. Note that given personal data removal activities happen frequently, batching of these row removals is needed to avoid creating too many delta files.

Delta file merge for column addition or removal does not affect scan performance as the file formats are columnar. However, for row deletions, performance will be impacted. Figure 10 shows the performance impact of scan CPU when merging delta files during read in production. The x-axis shows the percentage of row counts deleted and the y-axis represents the CPU cost compared to the one without deletion. When only 1% of the rows need to be deleted, an additional CPU cost of 6% is incurred. However, if 60% of the rows need to be deleted, the cost can increase significantly to 170%.

![Figure 10: Deletion overhead](image)

### 6.2 User-defined types

User-defined types are allowed in Presto to enrich the semantics. Types can be defined in hierarchies with inheritance. For example, a `ProfileId` type can be defined based on Long type with both `UserId` and `PageId` types to be its subtypes. The user-defined type definitions are stored in the remote metadata store. In addition to the type definitions themselves stored, extra information can be associated with user-defined types. Examples are constraints expressed by SQL expressions. This allows data quality checks at runtime. For example, one would not expect a `UserId` to be a negative integer or exceed a certain length. Another example is the policy specification, which relates to the growing requirements for privacy. There are common requirements in recent years around user data protection, anonymization, and deletion. To achieve this goal, a prerequisite is to identify the user data in the warehouse. User-defined types allow business domain experts to model their data to reflect the user data in the tables as well as associate the privacy policy with them. For example, a table owner can define an `Email` type that should be anonymized immediately when landed and deleted after 7 days. The warehouse can apply these policies in the background to comply with privacy requirements.

### 6.3 User-defined functions

User-defined functions (UDFs) allow embedding customized logic into SQL. There are various ways that UDFs are supported in Presto.

#### In-process UDF

The basic support is the in-process UDFs. Functions are authored and published in the forms of libraries. Presto loads the library at runtime and executes them in the same process as the main execution engine. This mode can be efficient as there is no context switch. However, it is only supported by Presto on Spark as the function libraries contain arbitrary code that is not safe to run in multi-tenancy mode.

#### UDF service

To support UDF in multi-tenancy mode or in different programming languages, Presto has built UDF servers. The functions are invoked in remote servers with RPCs from Presto clusters. The UDF servers update functions frequently (in minutes to hours) so the function release cadence can be much faster than the Presto engines. Because an expression can contain both local executable functions as well as remote UDFs, during the compile time, an expression will be decomposed into local and remote executors with different projection phases in the plan. The local executable expressions are compiled into bytecode for fast execution; while the remote ones are executed in the UDF servers.

#### SQL functions

Though UDFs provide flexibility, it is necessary for auditing and privacy purposes that a query should be able to be “reasoned” about without a blackbox of execution. To balance expressiveness and reasonability, SQL functions are introduced. When a function logic can be expressed by SQL, we allow users to define SQL functions to simplify the query logic by avoiding writing long and hard-to-read SQL statements. A SQL function is a piece of SQL code with input and output types well defined. SQL function definitions are also stored in the remote metadata store. SQL functions will be automatically compiled and optionally inlined during execution. A detailed breakdown of how SQL functions work has been published on our blog [50].

### 6.4 Graph extensions

Graph datasets arise naturally in several use cases at Meta, ranging from social networks to lineage graphs representing how data flows through systems. While users have leveraged specialized systems for graph querying, like graph databases [2, 9, 35, 48] and graph analytics engines [15, 19, 56], we could leverage Presto for many such workloads allowing us to consolidate these specialized engines on top of Presto. This consolidation has resulted in multiple benefits, like providing a common frontend for users and allowing us to run graph workloads on shared infrastructure.

Supporting graph workloads on Presto is challenging for two main reasons. First, expressing graph queries using vanilla SQL means performing graph traversals via joins, which is unintuitive, error-prone, and often impractical due to the complexity. Second, graph traversal queries are iterative and stateful in nature (for example, the vertex to visit next depends on the vertices already visited), typically resulting in queries with many, large joins that challenge Presto’s ability to optimize execution and scale to large graphs.

To address these challenges, we extended Presto SQL with graph querying language constructs, inspired by existing graph query languages [21, 26, 31, 51]. These language constructs open up graph querying to more people by providing a declarative interface familiar to SQL users as opposed to making users learn graph specific programming frameworks. Moreover, we built a graph query
planner that incorporates graph-specific optimizations to execute iterative queries on the Presto runtime efficiently.

*Example query with graph extension*

The example query in Listing 1 covers a few of the features that we have incorporated into the language. First, the `FROM GRAPH` clause does not reference a table, but rather references a “graph”. This is a new metadata artifact that we introduced in the warehouse at Meta, which contains a mapping from the schema of a graph (the vertex or edge types, as well as the names and types of their properties), to underlying tables where the graph is stored. We omit details about the way users specify and store graph artifacts, as this is outside the scope of this paper.

In most cases, queries on graph artifacts aim to compute a set of paths in a graph. We use the `MATCH` syntax for specifying a visual pattern which provides a template for the paths we want to query. Parentheses like `(src:Vertex) ->` are used to specify vertices and `->` arrows with labels like `/:Edge/` to specify edges and their direction. The above example computes paths from vertices src to vertices dst with a path of length at least 1 and at most 5. The output of graph queries is a table where each row is a path. The `WHERE` clause inherits the standard SQL predicate semantics for filtering the computed paths. We use graph-specific functions, alongside existing Presto functions to reference complex predicates on top of the path array with expressions like `all_match(edges(path), e -> e.property = TRUE)`.

**Listing 1: Example query with graph extension**

```sql
SELECT vertices(path) FROM GRAPH g
MATCH (src:Vertex) -> path:Edge[1,5] -> (dst:Vertex)
WHERE g.date = '2022-09-22' AND src.id IN (1,2,3)
AND all_match(edges(path), e -> e.property = TRUE)
```

**Complex filter pushdown:** Users can specify filters on the paths with functions like `all_match`, which allows for specifying arbitrary predicates that apply to all elements of the input paths. For example, Listing 1 only queries paths where all edges have `property=TRUE`. This predicate is hard for the current general-purpose Presto optimizer to push down. Instead, graph semantic information allows us to directly push these filters down after every join, each of which computes the next hop, thus minimizing the number of intermediate paths that are computed.

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11**

We demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of running graph workloads on top of Presto with a benchmark. We compare Presto against Apache Giraph [15], an engine designed specifically for batch graph analytics workloads at Meta. Note that part of Giraph functionality is also undergoing deprecation in light of these Presto graph extensions. Figure 11 showcases the efficiency of the two engines in terms of CPU ratio running on Presto over Giraph. We have 4 graph queries executed to illustrate the CPU gains of using Presto. Queries Q1-3 compute a set of paths starting from a specific vertex. Under the hood, a graph query is parsed into a special graph logical plan that is then optimized leveraging the semantics of the graph query. Eventually, the optimized graph logical plan is translated to a relational plan that is executed like with any Presto query. Below, we describe some of these optimizations.

**Multi-step execution:** A naive implementation of a query like Listing 1 translates to a relational query with as many joins as the maximum length of the path. Such queries may reach the memory limitations of Presto, especially when there are too many paths to compute. To address this, we have implemented an optimization that translates a graph query plan into a series of smaller Presto query plans. Each smaller query plan computes paths up to a certain length and stores them into a temporary intermediate table, which is used to then continue extending the paths. This keeps each iteration within the memory limitations.

**Efficient path extension:** Taking Listing 1 again, a naive plan would compute paths of length 1, 2, and so on, and conducts a `UNION ALL` over them. This results in redundant computation. Computing paths of length *N* requires the same work as computing paths of length *N* − 1, plus the work to extend them to paths of length *N*. However, it is not straightforward for the Presto optimizer to eliminate the redundant work in a plan like this in a general way. Instead, in the query plan we produce, once we have computed paths of length *N* − 1, we generate two copies of each path. We then extend one of the copies to paths of length *N*, keeping the other copy around, effectively reusing computation.

**Efficient subgraph computation:** Given a set of vertices *V*, we define a subgraph as a subset of the graph consisting of only edges that are reachable from any of the vertices in *V*. Computing paths versus subgraphs have different requirements. For example, when computing a subgraph, there is no need to track paths and extend them by joining the edge table. We just need to track the edges that have been visited. This allows the subgraph computation plan to scan the edge table from storage once, and then operate on it by marking edges as visited if they can be extended, minimizing IO.

**Performance in production**

This section illustrates the Meta production workload performance and learnings during the iterative developments introduced in this
paper. [12] provides a rough idea of the scale at Meta. Given we cannot disclose the detailed numbers, we demonstrate to a point that the effort of this paper has led us to overcome the hyper growth in data volume in the past few years.

7.1 Interactive and ad-hoc workload scalability

Even with increasing data, Presto’s pruning, filtering, and caching allow the latency to be consistent to provide the same user experience year after year. Figure 12 illustrates the P75 (75th percentile) and P90 interactive and ad-hoc workload latency as well as the data growth over the past 3 years. The red and yellow series are the P75 and P90 latencies respectively that are relatively stable over the past 3 years. However, if we use the data scan volume in mid of 2019 as the baseline, the scanned data has been growing close to 600% in 3 years leading to a 5X growth. Within the same period, the number of cores added to the interactive cluster fleet is only 82%. Note that Figure 13 demonstrates the latency for both interactive and ad-hoc workload mixed; in general, ad-hoc workload latency is higher and more fluctuated than interactive ones due to their exploratory nature.

7.2 Interactive workload latency

In this section, we compare the interactive workloads at Meta. The entire fleet of such workloads has been fully migrated out of the original Presto architecture discussed in [44]. Any collocated in-memory or on-disk storage connectors have also been deprecated in light of the new architecture.

To illustrate the improvement despite the complete deprecation of the original architecture and connectors, we manually set up the cluster with the same cores, threading, and memory as the one in production to shadow production traffic. The four settings on the such cluster to compare are: (1) the original architecture with disaggregated storage [44], (2) caching improvements discussed in Section 3.1 on top of (1), (3) adaptive filtering improvements discussed in Section 3.3 on top of (2), and (4) native vectorized execution integration discussed in Section 3.2 on top of (3).

Figure 13 illustrates the latency comparison of the four settings against the Meta production workload at P75 (75th percentile), P90, and P95. The Y-axis is the latency in seconds. In general, across all percentiles of the execution latency, caching provides about 60% improvement compared to the original architecture. Adaptive filtering adds another 10 - 20%. Another major improvement of over 50% comes from native vectorized execution.

7.3 ETL workload scalability

Similar to the one discussed in Section 7.1. Figure 14 illustrates the data scan footprint for ETL workload in the past 3 years. We also use the data scan volume in mid of 2019 as the baseline. The scanned data has been growing to 450% leading to 3.5X growth. The figure also shows the launch of recoverable grouped execution in mid of 2020 and the launch of Presto on Spark in mid of 2021. After launch, both these two new architectures started to have rapid growth to handle heavier workloads. As mentioned in Section 4, we initially developed recoverable grouped execution as a means of supporting large-scale ETL queries. However, we found that this approach was not as scalable as we had hoped, mainly due to its emphasis on reducing memory consumption and its inadequate fault tolerance for worker crashes. Consequently, with the launch of Presto on Spark, we have seen a decrease in the usage of recoverable grouped execution, as depicted in Figure 14. Users have been rapidly migrating to Presto on Spark, prompting us to begin the deprecation process for recoverable grouped execution.

8 RELATED WORK

Interactive and ad-hoc analytical engines are offered widely by cloud providers. Representative ones include BigQuery powered by Dremel [33, 34], Snowflake [18], and Redshift [7]. Various internal ones are Procella [13] and F1 [43]. Similar techniques like disaggregate storage and caching are also used in these systems.

Regarding analytical SQL batch engines, SparkSQL [6] is a popular open-source engine supporting long-running ETL jobs. Spark-SQL, as a SQL evaluation engine, is built on top of Spark [57] which is the general-purpose compute engine. Presto in this paper started directly with a SQL evaluation engine and gradually evolved with fault-tolerance support on top of Spark. F1 [43] is another example of leveraging the interactive engine as a library and running on MapReduce framework [20] to support fault tolerance.

Vectorized engines are an industry trend to boost query performance. Notable ones are DuckDB [42], Photon [10], ClickHouse [16], and Alibaba’s Hologres [30].

Mutability, versioning, and time traveling are supported in various open-source solutions including Delta Lake [5], Iceberg [28], and Hudi [27]. Presto has integration with all these table formats yet still only relies on Meta’s solution called “delta” to support more flexible data mutation.

Giraph [15] is an open-source solution to do graph analytics. Part of its functionality has been replaced and migrated to the Presto.
More Privacy Challenges: In addition to data mutation discussed in Section 6.1, we also face additional privacy-related challenges. One major challenge is query rewrite, which allows users to obtain insight into the data from the warehouse without exposing sensitive data. For example, it is allowed to show the approximate distribution of Facebook’s user ages; yet, it is not allowed to show the exact distribution or not to say the individual user’s age. This is commonly known as differential privacy [24]. Unfortunately, various query rewrite techniques to achieve differential privacy mentioned in works like [53] could generate overly complex SQL leading to higher CPU or memory usage. Several explorations have been done at Meta without a successful rollout. Another main challenge is lineage. To understand sensitive data usage, a perfect lineage graph is needed to track how sensitive data is flowed into the warehouse and how it is used. However, customized UDFs, complicated SQL logic, or downloading data out of the warehouse can make tracking hard to achieve. Today, we rely on users to tell the lineage service how data is used and flowed, which is error-prone.

9 FUTURE WORK

The techniques mentioned in this paper are our initial exploration of handling more complex workloads. Recoverable grouped execution in Section 4.2 is one example of our early exploration and was later replaced by a more general solution (Presto on Spark in Section 4.3). A list of some of the remaining challenges and our most recent attempts at engineering solutions follows.

Non-SQL API: GraphQL in Section 6.4 is a SQL extension only working for graph-related use cases. We are exploring a general-purpose non-SQL API in Python similar to Snowpark [4] or PySpark [23] to allow execution of control flow on the coordinator and data flow with SQL-equivalent semantics on the workers. The new non-SQL API aims to provide a procedural-like programming experience with richer semantics that could cover graph processing.

Distributed Caching: The caching strategy in Section 3.1 relies on machines having local flash. This is a strong assumption at Meta as compute machines are mostly without disks. We are exploring a remote flash cache strategy directly embedded into Meta’s distributed file system. In such a design, caching responsibility can be hidden from Presto. It also provides opportunities for other services using distributed caching beyond a data warehouse.

Unified Container Scheduling: Presto on Spark relies on schedulers to allocate containers for isolation. The current scheduler is a home-built one similar to the open-source offering Yarn [52]. In addition, Meta’s streaming engine also relies on its own home-built scheduler [32]. Both of these schedulers have overlapping functionalities with Meta’s container solution Tupperware [46] similar to Kubernetes [11]. We are currently prototyping a lightweight model with Tupperware to support fast and frequent container allocation. The new architecture aims to consolidate the scheduling strategy for Presto on Spark, streaming engines, and other general-purpose cluster management.

Unified UDFs: The UDFs in Section 6.3 only support Presto. They cannot be used by machine learning services like training or inference. This has caused friction for users to write multiple versions of UDFs for the same purpose deployed to different services. Machine learning services and Presto are migrating to the Velox execution library mentioned in Section 3.2. We are in the process of extending the UDF offering so that functions will only need to be authored once. This will further defragment the various UDF authoring platforms at Meta.

10 CONCLUSIONS

Presto has continued its evolution to handle fast-growing data volume with better latency for interactive workload and better scalability for ETL workload. Various evolutions took place to improve these two. The design principle of supporting both low-laten
ty and long-running queries has considered future data growth instead of doing incremental improvements. Various techniques discussed including caching strategies, vectorized execution, or compiling execution libraries on MapReduce-like framework are well known in the industry. However, to our knowledge, it is the first time a company can illustrate concrete impact by implementing these techniques and open sourcing them with battle-tested quality at Meta scale for community use. Through these efforts, we have successfully consolidated our data warehouse design by centralizing the traditional ETL workload (previously handled by SparkSQL), ad-hoc analysis (previously handled by Presto), interactive serving (previously handled by Raptor or Cubrick), and graph processing (previously handled by Giraph) on Presto. This has eliminated the need for multiple query engines and simplified our data warehouse design. Any new requirements (for example, security or privacy asks) coming to the data warehouse do not need to be implemented in previously fragmented engines. Going forward, one single change in Presto covers all entry points.
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